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ABSTRACT
We examine the determination of spot and futures prices in rational
expectations equilibrium in a model with three groups of agents,
agricultural producers, processing firms and speculators. We find
necessary and sufficient conditions for producers to be short,
processors to be long, and for the futures price to lie below the
expected future spot price (normal backwardation). The conditions
impose plausible restrictions on demand elasticities, and on the
elasticity of substitution in the processing technology. We use a
new technique of analysis which, in contrast to much of the literature
does not require restrictive assumptions to be imposed upon the
structure of preferences.
This paper is circulated for discussion purposes only and its contents
should be considered preliminary.

-INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to throw further light upon three widely
acknowledged "stylised facts" in the economics of futures markets. They
are:

(1) Producers and processors of an agricultural commodity
hedge against risks in the futures market for that commodity.

(2) Producers are sellers of futures contracts whereas
processors are buyers.

(3) Hedgers as a group are net sellers of futures contracts.

The origins of interest in these observations can be traced back to
Keynes (1930).

He pointed to the existence of speculators who were willing

to purchase the net supply of contracts from hedgers, and argued that this
willingness could only be explained by the existence of a compensating risk
premium, which would take the form of a positive expected gain to holding
the contract to maturity; in oUler words the expected future spot price of
the commodity should exceed the current price of a futures contract
stipulating future delivery of one unit of Uie commodity.

This is the

essence of Keynes' theory of normal backwardation.I/

Although Keynes used observations (1)-(3) as a foundation for his
theory of the relationship between spot and futures prices, it was left
to Hicks (1946) to seek an explanation for these observations. fie argued
that the nature of production processes was such that producers had a greater
degree of flexibility in Uie purchase of inputs than in the completion of

outputs.

In the case 4x~ wish to focus upon, that: of agricultural prexiucti.on

anti processing, this is clearly so. Decisions on inputs to processino can be
made after the "harvest", whereas decisions on inputs to agricultural production must necessarily be made before.

This means that processors can Provide

themselves with partial insurance against risk generated by variable input
prices

by suitable adjustment of the. input level., By purchasing futures

contracts a processor can reduce input price variability, but demand for
such insurance is inherently weaker, because of the additional source of
insurance mentioned at"ve, than that from agricultural producers.

Hence

the state of affairs in which producers wish to sell forward more than
processors wish to purchase.

We construct an equilibrium model in which to examine these arguments.
We obtain a strikingly simple necessary and sufficient condition for observations (1)-(3), together with normal backwardation.

The condition is that

the elasticity of demand. for the processed commodity exceed the elasticity
of substitution in the processing industry and that the derived demand for
the agricultural commodity be strictly inelastic, the degree of inelasticity
depending upon technological and demand parameters. We are able also to
sharpen the distinction between speculative and hedging activity, and to
show how this depends upon the degree of risk aversion and the relative
i.nccrne variability of the groups in the market.

There have been several recent theoretical investigations of the
determinants of hedging behaviour.

(Anderson and Danthine (1983), Newbery

and Stiglitz (1981), Ch.13, O'Hara (1985), stein (1979) and stiglitz (1983)).
A number of these papers have pointed to the importance of the demand
elasticity as a determinant of backwardation, but none distinguish between

the elasticity of demand for the processed come-A ity and the (derived)
elasticity of demand for the unprocessed commodity. With the exception
of Stiglitz (1983) and O'Hara (1985), all the work cited above is carried
out in the framework of mean-variance analysis, with its attendant
restrictions. Our technique of analysis is novel and requires no restriction to be imposed upon the form of individual preferences.

It has

intrinsic interest, and we have already employed it to examine the general
equilibrium effects on spot price variability resulting from the opening
of a futures market (Weller and Yano (1985)).

The paper by O'Hara is

the first, so far as we are aware, to present a formal analysis of the
role played by the nature of the production technology in the determination
of hedging decisions.

tier treatment however is rather different from ours

and our results are not directly comparable.

I.

fiodeI

The model describes the behaviour of three groups of individuals,
agricultural producers, or farmers, (X), processors (Y), and pure
speculators (S).

A commodity, X, is produced by farmers and is subject

to random variation in supply. We allow for the possibility that there
are two distinct sources of demand for X, final consumption demand and
input demand from processors, whose output we denote by Y.2/

DX(pX)

represents final consumption demand for the unprocessed commodity X,
whose price is pX . The quantity of X used as an input to processing
is denoted F, and is transformed into Y according to the production
relation Y = g(F,N). The variable N represents an aggregate of all
other factors of production.
returns to scale.

We assume that g(F,N) displays constant

However the timescale over which processing decisions
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are made is suff.icient.ly short to justify treating N as fixed ,-I i N
addition, g (F, N) is assumed to be strictly concave in F.

In

I) fp )
Y

represents demand for the processed commodity, Y, whose price is p .

Activity in the model takes place within a single period. The futures
market for good X opens at the beginning of the period, before the supply
of. good X is known.

Exchange on the spot market occurs at the end of

the period, after the supply of good X is known. A futures contract
stipulates that one unit of good X is to be delivered when the spot market
opens. We shall examine a rational expectations equilibrium in which each
group is assumed to know the correct distribution of spot prices when
futures trading takes place.

The above setting is intended to formalise the following facts.

In

general, agricultural production takes a relatively long time and is subject
to considerable influence by random factors. In contrast, the processing
of agricultural products needs a much shorter time and is subject to a much
smaller degree of risk.

In order to focus upon these facts we ignore the

input decisions of farmers and consider only those of processors explicitly. 4/

The supply of good X is affected by the state of nature, i, and is
therefore written Xi.

State i is realised with probability ~i.

The

preferences of each group are represented by von Neumann-Morgenstern utility
All (Mi), where Mi is the income of group j (=x,Y,S) in state i.
i
i.

functions, £

We assume u" = au j (M) /am > O and uJ = a u (M) /am` < O.

Let q be the

Price of a futures contract, and let 7.i be group J's demand for futures
contracts.

Denote also by Ii the income of group j before trade in the

future market.

Then group j's objective in the futures market is to

(1)

max

I

s.t. Mi = Ii + (hi-q)Z3

where

(`)

Ii = pi Xi

(3) Ii = pig(Fi,N) - piF.
1-

(4) Ii = IS

Note that this formulation allows processors to make decisions about
the level of input F after the state of nature has been realised and so
makes their output Y a random variable.

Costs associated with N are

fixed in the short run and so can be ignored. We assume that pure speculators
have exogenously determined non-random income.

The market clearing condition in the f utures market is

(5) z.zi = o
1

As is discussed in the Introduction, normal backwardation is said to
occur in the futures market for X if the price of a good X futures
contract is lower than the expected spot price of X or if, in other
words, q < E(pX).

since speculators have state independent income

IS, they buy futures contracts (ZS > O) if and only if the expected return

6.

s
fr.or} purchasing contracts, F,(p X )Z , exceeds the cost dZS s. Moreover.,
a croup's position is said to Lx- long (short) in the futures market for
X if it is a buyer (seller) of futures contracts.

Proposition 1 (Keynes-Kaldor).

Thus, we have

Speculators are long in good X

futures if and only if normal backwardation occurs.

II.

Spot tlarkets : Preliminary Analysis

We first examine the way in which variations in supply affect spot
prices and incomes.

Our model takes the following form:

(6) DX (pi } a- Fi = Xi

(7) D y(nl)

= g(F i ,N)

(8) PigF (Fi,N) = pi

where gF(Fi,N) = aF (F
j-

Input F. is selected so as to maximise

i

Ii, implying (8).

In order to analyse the comparative statics of system (6)-(8), we
denote a proportional change in x by x = dx/x. Then, suppressing
subscript i for clarity, we have

(9) -a XF XpX + A F

(10)

= X

-FP
Y
= OF

(11)=1 pY -

X

X

where

F pX = F

and A F = X

=X

are the shares in total output X of
j_
pj dDj is the
e=—
—
DI dpi

consumption and factor demands, respectively;
elasticity of demand for good j

(j = X,Y); e

F

= - gF is the elasticity
Fg
of factor demand, and 0 = (pXF)/(pYY) is the cost-rRenue ratio.

14e find from (10) and (11) that

(12) pY _

OE

F

-X

Y
F
e + Oe

and from (9), (10) and (11) that

(13) pX

=_X
l
n

X

where

(14)

n

X _ aX £ X + aFe YCF
-+
,
EY (Jel

is the elasticity of (Marshallian) derived demand for X.

a

Now we. define the following terms:

di X

_

(15)SX

pXdX
Y
(16)

S y = - dX

p dX

(17)

S

X + IY)
= d X + dY = - d (I
X

p dX

Each of these terms is a measure of the income change brought about
by a change in the supply of good X.

Observing that

(18)aY = (1-O)cF

where oY is the elasticity of substitution between F and NSf, we may
write

(19)

dX =

1
n

(20)

~iX )

X

F

6
= -

1X
n

YA

F

(FY - Q Y )

(e + Oe )

In the case of farmers, the sign of 6X, a measure of the extent of
impoverishment in time of good harvest, depends, as one would expect, upon
whether the elasticity of derived demand for X is greater than or less
than unity. In the case of processors, we find more interestingly that the
sign of 6Y depends upon whether the elasticity of demand for their output
is greater or less than the elasticity of substitution between X and all.
other factors of production.

9.
III.

Futures Market

Now we are in a position to relate the above analysis to behaviour in
the futures market for commodity X. The techniques we shall use are similar
to those we have employed in Weller and Yano (1985) to examine the general
equilibrium effects of opening a futures market. We assume that there are
only two states of nature (i = 1,2) and confine our analysis to the case
in which the variability in X is small. We may assume without loss of
generality that $1 = ~2.

Thus X = (X1 - X2)/2 is the mean of random

output (Xi,X2); if we define R = Xl - X = X - X2, the randomness in
the output of X can be measured by the absolute value of R. This
generates variability in spot incomes 13 which is measured by 63(j = X,Y).
By conditions (6), (7) and (8) therefore, the spot market equilibrium can be
written as

e

si

(R) = (I i (R), Ii (R); F i (R), Di (R), pi (R); Yi (R), DY(R), pi (R)), i = 1,2.

Note that, by the Implicit Function Theorem,

(21) e
(R), i = 1,2 is continuously differentiable in R, - X < R < X.
si

The optimisation problem (1) reveals that an equilibrium in the futures
market also depends upon R since the income distribution Ij(R) depends
i

upon R. We see from (13) that the spot price of X depends upon the state
X
of nature; i.e. pl
X (R) # p2 (R) .

Thus, for each given futures price the

demand for futures of any given group is uniquely determined given R ~ O.

A difficulty arises in the case where R = O, since demand for futures

10.

contracts, Zj, is indeterminate.

Since for R = O the spot price of

X must he non-random, the price of a futures contract has to be equal. to
the spot price; that is, q(0) = p1(0) = p2(0) = pX.

Thus, neither gains

nor losses occur by trading futures contracts; such a contract does not
function as a security. The set of demands for futures, denoted formally
by ZJ(0), is equal to the set of all real numbers.

we avoid this difficulty by a transformation of the optimisation
problem (1) similar to that used in Weller and Yano (1985).
Bi = Mi - Ii. Then, since by assumption ~l

Define

2, the maximisation

problem (1) takes the form

(22)

max 2 uJ (Ii + B1) + 2 uj(I2 + B2 )
Bi

s.t. rBi + BZ = O

where r is the implicit price of state 1 income in terms of state 2 income;

i.e. r = (q - p2) / (pl - q) if pl ~ p2.

Since B2 = - rBi by (22) and

Ii = Ii(R), we obtain

(23)

um

1
(I(R)
+

Bi )

r,

j = X, Y, S.

ui (12 (R) - rBi}
(24) Bi + Bl + BS = O.

Equation

(23) follows from the first order condition for (22), and (24)

from the condition for market clearing.

Equations (23) and (24) implicitly

determine Bi and r as unique functions of R, which we denote by Bi(R)

11.

Crucial to our analysis is Uie fact that, by the Implicit

and r(R).

Function Theorem,

(25) Bi(R) and r(R) are continuously differentiable in R, X < R < X.

Since Ii(0) = I2(0) for j = x, Y, S, we have

( 26 ) Bi (O ) = O

(27 ) r (0)

= 1.

Equation (27) follows from (23) and (26).

We now study the comparative

statics of (23) and (24) around R = O. A change in R at R = O induces
income changes dIi - dI2. Totally differentiating (23) and evaluating
at R = O using (26) and (27) we obtain

(28) dB 1 = -

2pj

r - dIi ,

where the coefficient of absolute risk aversion, p 3 = - u ,/u, is
evaluated at M = I1(0) = 12(0).

Since, by assumption, I = 12 = IS

is independent of R, (24) and (28) imply

(29) dBi = - dIi + Y X(dIX + dIi)

(30) dBi = - dIi + YY(dli + dIi)

(31)

dBi =

at R = O, Where

YS WIX + dIi)
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we shall now use the relationships derived in this section in the proof of
our main results.

IV Speculation, Hedging and Normal Backwardation : 1,ocal Results

N

In this section we first demonstrate that one may think of the demand
for futures contracts for a particular group as composed of distinct hedging
and speculative elements. IJe show how the relative magnitude of these
elements is related to the change in income variability resulting from trade
in futures. We then use these results to characterise the interrelationship
between hedging, short and long positions in the market, and normal backwardation.

We first prove

Theorem 1

Let C = (pX)2ri /X.

(33) lim ZX(R) = CYX6 - C6
R-'O

(34) lim ZY(R) _ ; CyYS - C6
R-+O

(35) lim ZS (R) = CYS5
R-O

Then, we have

13.

Proof.

X
X
Since for R / O, as is .:>cen above, r = (p2-q)/(q-pl ) and

since for R = O we have (27), for all R we have
r (R)pi(R) + p2 (R)

q(R)

Thus, (20) and (25) imply that

1 + r(R)

(36) q(R) is continuously differentiable in R, - X < R < X.

Since q and pi are differentiable in R, we may apply L'118pital's
p2 (R) - q(R)
Rule to r (R) =

Then , we have

X
q(R) - pl (R)
X

dp2 - dq
(37)

lim r (R) = r (0) = 1 =
X,
R-+O
dq - dp,

where the derivatives dq, dpi, and dp2 are all evaluated at R = O.
Note that at R = O, de , _ - de.2 Since this implies dpi11 _ - dp X at R = O,
s
J
2
and since, by (37), we have 2dq = dpi + dp2 at R = 0, we have

(38) dq = 0 at R = O.

It is clear that p~
X (R) ~ p2X (R) for R ~ O, and so we have
Bi (R)
Z j (R) = X

for R / O.

As already observed q(R) , Iii

and

p (R) - q (R)

pi(R) are differentiable, and we may apply L'I18pital's Rule to this
expression.

Then, using (38) we obtain

dBi
(39)

lim Z i (R) = 1
R-+O
dpI

where the derivatives dBl and dpi are evaluated at R = O. At R = O,

Xl = die/X, and equations (13 ), (29) , (30) and (31) imply the theorem. Q.E.D.

A number of conclusions may be drawn from Theorem 1.

First it is

natural to call Cy16 the speculative component, and -C6i the hedging
component .A The less risk averse a group is, the larger y

and the

greater the speculative component. The hedging component is always nan-zero
0

if income and agricultural output (and so spot price) are correlated. The
term C is a measure of variability in p

induced by fluctuations in

supply. The larger is C the smaller is the variation in

pX.

Changes in

price variability, which must result from changes in the elasticity of
derived demand, q X, affect hedging and speculative components in equal
proportion.

This discussion points to an ambiguity in the use of the terms hedger
and speculator. Groups X and y can be thought of as simultaneously
engaging in both hedging and speculative activity. To clarify things, we
introduce the concept of a pure hedger. A group i is said to consist of
pure hedgers if individuals in the group are infinitely risk averse.
This implies that yi = o,
of a hedging component

and that their demand for futures consists only

-C61. We see that group S, consisting of pure

speculators will always trade so as to increase income risk, (except in the
special case where

= O).

Pure neagers, on the oLner nanu, wii.i

always trade so as to reduce income risk i.e, to increase income in the low
income state and to reduce it in the high income state.

We shall distinguish between a net hedged position in which income
variability is reduced by futures trading, and a net speculative Position
in which incoiue variability is increased. /7 For the case we are concerned with

15.

in which R is small., group i, i = X, y, has a net hedged position if
i
dB
-

> O. Introducing the definition
di
i

(4 0) hi = 1
1/y

it is immediate from (29) and (30) that
i
i
dB
(41) h > O if and only if - --~ > O
dIl

For this reason we term hi group is net hedging index.

It has a natural

interpretation if one thinks of 1as a measure of the extent to which
i
Y
group i is more or less risk averse than average, and of a as a measure
dl
of the extent to which group i faces more or less income variability than
average.

It is instructive to rewrite the results of. Theorem 1 as

(33' ) lim Z X(R) _ - ChX6 X
R40

(34') lim ZY(R) _ - Ch y6y
R-*O

If we compare (33) and (34) with (33') and (34 1 ) we see that if, for example,
S < O and di > 0, it is quite possible for the speculative component to
exceed the hedging component in absolute value, and for the group to be in a

16.

net hedgel position.

In fact, we see from (40) that if 6 and b

i

have

opposite signs, group i is always in a net hedged position, because the
hedging and speculative components reinforce each other.

we

now use (40) together with (19) and (20)to state

If R is small, farmers are in a net speculative position

Proposition 2.
if and only if

(42)

1 - YX

<

C

Yx

+ OcF

1 - nX

Processors are in a net speculative position if and only if

(A3)

1 - YY
Y

<
(CY + OeF,

1 - nX

we see from (42) and (43) that it is not possible for both group

Remark

X and group Y to be simultaneously in a net speculative position. we
already know that Y 1 = O implies that group i is a pure hedger, For
O < Yi < 1, the inequalities imply (1 - Y x) 0 - YY) < Y YY , which in turn
must imply Y S < O, a contradiction, since

EY E = 1.
j

A necessary condition for either group to be in a net speculative
position is that cY - oY and 1

- nx

have opposite signs.

This is

equivalent to saying that 6X and 6Y have the same sign. Thus a sufficient
Y
Y
condition for both groups to be in a net hedged position is that c - o
and 1 - q

have the same sign, or that 6X and 6Y have opposite signs.

This increases the scope for risk reduction via income stabilisation. That

17.

these conditions are not. necessary is explained by the presence of pure
speculators, who will. always be prepared to take on some inccxne risk.

The next result of interest follows from Proposition 1 and equation
(35) in Theorem 1:

Proposition 3
W

o

If R is small,

X
(44) q < E(p ) iff 6 > O

or, normal backwardation occurs in equilibrium if and only if the aggregate
income of farmers and processors declines in time of good harvest.

The terra net short hedging is commonly used to describe the situation
in which producers and processors are net sellers of futures contracts, in
X
other words Z

z
+

< o.

We argue that this terminology is misleading,

implying as it does that it is always appropriate to regard both producers
and processors as hedgers. We will use the term net short hedging to
describe a situation in which Z

4-

Z

< O and h

> O and h

> O,

Proposition 1 and the condition for market clearing (5) imply

Proposition 4

Normal backwardation occurs if and only if producers and

processors are net short.

Combining Proposition 3 with (19) and (10 ) we find

Proposition 5
if

If R is small, normal backwardation occurs if and only

Ia.
F
x
X
x
F (t Y - ,g Y )
= a (1-E ) -fA
(45) 1 - Ti - 1 —Y
r
E + OC

EF
Y—
+ 8s

E

F

Y
(1-U) > O

'Phis result confirms and generalises the observations of McKinnon
(1967), Anderson and Danthine (19133), and Newbery and Stiglitz (1981)
that normal backwardation is likely to be associated with inelastic
demand.

We move immediately to a statement of the main theorem of this section:

If R is small, the following statements are equivalent:

Theorem 2

(i) in equilibrium farmers are short, processors are long, and net short
hedging and normal backwardation occur.

F
!ii) E Y > a Y and n

F (EY - a

< 1 - Y

Y)

E + ©E

The statement (i) is equivalent to the following conditions:

Proof

z < O, z

> O, z

+ Z

< O, h

> O, h

> O, and q < E(px). The second

inequality in (ii) is necessary and sufficient for normal backwardation
by Proposition 5, and so for d > O by Proposition 3. From (20)
Y

C > n

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

iff d < O. From (~O) S > O and d < O iff. h > O. From (39')

<'O and 11

> O iff lim ZY (R) > O. Also b > O and 5Y < O iff.

R-+O S
x
6 > O, and S > O iff lim Z (11) > O by (35) . By market clearing

X
lim Z (R) < O, and since

R-0
x
x
d > O, h > O by (33'). Q.E.D.

R-+O

Corollary

(ii) ° 1 > C

If ax = O, statement (i) of Theoreii 2 is equivalent to

> aY

Proof

Fo1.lows directly by substitution from (13) into the second -inequality

in (ii).

The interest of Theorem 2 stems from the fact that the circumstances
described in the statement: of (i) coincide exactly with the stylised facts
(1)-(3) in the introduction. In addition, we are able to be more precise
about the sense in which farmers and processors are hedged. They are in
a net hedged position and so have unambiguously reduced their income
variability. The equivalent conditions in the statement of (ii) are
quite plausible for the case we consider. The elasticity of substitution
between the agricultural input and other factors of production can reasonably be expected to be rather small. The condition on q X, the elasticity
of derived demand is consistent with the fact that estimated demand
elasticities for agricultural products.are very commonly significantly less
/8
than one.
It is also worth noting that a sufficient condition for this
inequality to be satisfied is that c

and cY are both less than one

(from (45)). In the special case referred to in the Corollary, which
applies to a number of commodities for which there are active futures
m.irkets (e.g. rubber, grains, sugar) the condition in (ii)' is even more
transparent.

Observe also that in the equilibrium characterised above, the
incomes of farmers and processors are affected in opposite ways. Farmers
suffer a decline in income in time of good harvest, processors on the
other hand experience an increase in income.

We conclude with a result which can be thought of as complementing
Proposition 4, in that it reveals precisely the link between short hedging

2o.

and normal backwardation.

Theorem 3

If R

is small, and fanners (processors) are in a net

speculative position, processors (farmers) are short net hedgers if and
only if normal backwardation occurs.

Proof

The theorem can be restated as: for small

R,

if hX(hY) < O, then

hY(hX) > O, and ZY(ZX) < O if and only if d > O, using Proposition 3.
From the remark after Proposition 2 it follows that hX(hY) < O implies
hY(hX) > O. It remains only to establish equivalence.
Y
(i) Sufficiency: suppose h X < O, Z < O and d < O. From (35) d < O
implies ZS < O, and so Z
11x < O

< O requires h

(ii)Necessity: suppose h
S

> O and

implies 6X > O from (33'). Then d < O, 6 x > O implies 6Y < O,

which together with Z

Z

> O by market clearing. But Z

< O, Z

< O by (34'), a contradiction.

> O and 6 > O. From (35) 6 > O implies

X
> O, so by market clearing Z X < O, and since h X < O, d < O from (33').

But GY > O and h
contradiction.

> O implies 6Y < O from (34'), and we have a

Q.E.D.

What Proposition 4 and Theorem 3 reveal is that there is a sense in
which short hedging is always equivalent to the occurrence of normal
backwardation. Proposition 4 shows that if Ix-)th farmers and processors are
in net hedged positions, nc,rm.il backwardation is equivalent to net short
hedging. Theorem 3 shows that where only one group is in a net hedged
position, (and there must always be such a group), that group is short if
and only if normal backwardation occurs.

21,

V. Normal Kickwardation : A Global Result

Strictly speaking, the results obtained in Section IV hold only for
the case where variability in the output of X is small. However the
relationship between normal backwardation and good harvest impoverishment
may be extended to the case where production risk is large. That is to
say, we may prove

Theorem 4

Suppose that equilibrium is unique. Then, for any R(R / O),

normal backwardation occurs if and only if farmers and processors in the
00
aggregate suffer from good harvest impoverishment.

Proof

j
First we calculate excess demand Z (q) for futures contracts at

q = E(pX),

and denote Z7 = Z7(q ). Any risk-averse individual will

acquire perfect insurance at these (actuarially fair) terms of trade.
This allows us to solve for 27 by setting total income equal in each
state, Thus, I1 + (pl-q )ZO7 = I2 + (p2-q )Z07 , giving

(4 6) Z 0 j

-

Ij - I
1
2
X.

X

pl - p2
Let R > O. This implies X1 > X > X?. Since the spot demand curve is
downward sloping we have

pl < pX. Thus, by (46) T

7= X Y

(Il-Ij) , O is

equivalent to E i ZO7 < O at q0, Allowing q to vary independently of
R we obtain lim

E
X 7-X'y

4~P1

Zj =

Iim
E
X j-X,y

Zj = - w

By assumption

2

equation FiZj(q) = O has a unique solution, say q*. Therefore TjZ07 < O
at q is equivalent to q* < q = E(pX) in equilibrium. Q.E.D.

V1.

Concludi_ny Renk3rks

. The theory of nonaal backwardation, proposed by Keynes as an explanation of an observed interdependence between the spot price of a commodity
and the price of a futures contract in that commodity, made appeal to an
unexplained regularity in the futures market, that hedgers in the futures
market were in aggregate net sellers of futures contracts although users
tended to be buyers and producers sellers. We have provided a plausible
explanation for this phenomenon: for the case of agricultural commodities
demanders of the commodity as an input to processing must face an elasticity
of demand for their output which is greater than the elasticity of substitution
between the input and other factors of production, and there must be inelastic
derived demand for the commodity.

m_, show also that normal backwardation and net short hedging occur if
and only if agricultural producers and processors show a decline in aggregate
income when output is high (aggregate good harvest impoverishment).

-- -Foo

1/

- no 'es- -

---

__- -

--

Normal backwardation will be used throughout the paper to descrihe
the situation in which expected future spot price is <7reater than
current futures price.

2/ Coffee is an example of a commodity which can either be consumed in
the form of beans, or processed into instant coffee.
3/

As O'Hara (1985) points out, this assumption implies strict convexity
of processors' profit functions in input and output prices, if
input decisions are taken after the state of nature is realised.
Input flexibility implies that a mean-preserving spread in input or
output prices increases expected profitability.
Thus if processors
are to engage in any hedging activity, they must be risk-averse.

4/ Newbery (1985) points out the important fact that farmers may choose
riskier production processes if a futures market for their product
exists, because they can reduce income risk by trading in the futures
market.
Here we do not consider such a relationship since our aim
is to characterise the determinants of hedging and speculative
activity, and of long and short positions.
5/ This follows from the fact that for a linear homogeneous production
g 9
function ay = F N (see e.g. Silberberg (1978) p.316), where
Y
gFN
gFN

D .9 _ .
aF3N

By Euler's Theorem FgFF + NgM = O, and substituting

for g
we obtain (18)).
FN
6/ This decomposition is closely paralleled by that obtained by Newbery
and Stiglitz (1981) for the case of mean-variance preferences.
7/ This terminology accords with that adopted by Newbery and Stiglitz
(1981).
8/

Newbery and Stiglitz (1981), Table 20.6, p.293, quote their own
estimates of price elasticities for cocoa, coffee, cotton, jute,
rubber and sugar, which all lie between 0.4 and O.G.
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